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Have you ever read the decline and fall of the Roman empire by Edward
Gibbon? One day we will write the decline and fall of the Jewish empire.
ln the emperor Justinian's time he closed the platonic school. That was
a terrible blowto western civilisation. The persians sheltered our
philosophers and gave them refuge.
Today again semitic values are in the ascendent in the west and free
speech is supressed to the degree that most citizens of the world that
George bush claims is the free world have never even heard of us who
who been persecuted in it.
This holocaust conference is a great help.
The Perisans were a people the Romans could not conquer and by
failing perhaps the Romans succeeded because they left this jewel of a
land there to come and help save us today.

Hitler in losing the war has let the jews free to turn the world into a big
weimar germany and to create a world hitler . Ahmadinijad is a brown
hitler, a colored freedom fighter against iewish world domination.
The media calls the Persians "islamofascists" . The idea is to incite hate
against them and to say kill them like you killed the germans. The
systems definition of fascist now is not someone with any ideological
doctrine but someone who lacks the ideology they push.
That makes us all fascists and everyone who has even lived before this
date into one.
Bush does not represent the free woad

&ahmadinijad does.

lf they do start this war with lran as they do seem bent on doing, the
lranians are not wusses but indo europeans and will st ke back giving
the commie jews in USA an excuse to create a soviet amedca .
Americans are dumbed down enough for it .ln the war against lraq which
Saddam fought for the Jews in the 80s the lranians came on in human
waves , even young kids.
They are not afriad of death whereas the young europeans are afraid of
life and won't open their mouth for fear if unsetting some colonist
savage even when the.e is not threat to their freedom or lives often.
lf I was you l'd start selling my stocks in judaism now and start buying
some in western civilisation again.
The stripes on the lsraeli flag represent the nile and the euphrates but
they may aswell represent the atlantic and the pacific because america

is as occupied as palestine. Plaestine shovvs what we all have to look
forward to if vve don't stop them now.
Our enemies know who they are and have had their ideology worked out
for over two thousand yea]s and it has served them well. They expect a
Messiah to arrive who will kill us and enslave those who temain. They
have hundreds of Jews every year who claim to be this very messiah.
We are individualistic and difficult to unite. The west is a wide envelope
of ideas and past and present nations. I count all white countries like
Russia as part of the west. Whitedom if you like. You can't really call it
christendom anymore, wagner called it herodom and thats nice but
whitedom is catchy I think.

They've made it a crime to be openly culturally european. You will be
arrested if you wear a swastika tatoo in Europe .You can't be yourself.
Soon it will be a crime to have a white face if we don't fight back now.
People who wear dreadlocks are submissive authoritarian types.

we are living in a new heroic age and we ,this tiny group of freedom
fighters, critics, sceptics can take on an empire the like of which the
world has never seen . The Jews have the army of the USA and Britain
aswell as the mossad the worlds most powerful intelligence agency
aswellas many traitols and idiots from our own people.
Our people will continue to suffer until they take Socrates advice and
know themselves. Listen to Cato . Carthage must be destroyed.
lf our civilisation survives then the names of men like Faurisson will go
down in history along with the names of men like Hercules.
Western civilisation is ours and we will throw the pirates who have
seized the ship overboard before the ship founders on the rocks , where
we can all see the boat is headed.
This whole racial equality propaganda is used to further social
inequality.
We have a middle class ,membership of which is based on ideological
obedience ,more a middle cadre in the communistic sense.
Some people have the right to print money and steal from actual wealth
creators . This economic system needs to be changed.
One Archimedes achieves more in one life than a billion Africans.
Af-reek-a, where no one has ever said eureeka. The necklace killing if
the only african invention. Aids was more a discovery of theirs.

lsrael is more than a country ,superstition is a weapon , a force
multiplier.
Do Europeans understand the power of ideas like the Messiah idea to
dark gullible minds?
lndeed the priestcraft of the iews seemed so advanced compared to
Europe that roman priests envied their power and took it for themslves
.lts was adapted by men like St. Jerome,who considered thejews filthy
animals, and wlrose translation of the bible is a little pagan with satyrs
etc included.
The only good invader is a dead one ,thats the law of nations.
The Chinese have a one child policy whereas the Germans today have
literally a one child policy. The one child is called Otto and he lives in
Mainz. The Germans have given up having children thanks to Jewish
hate propaganda .
Our civilisation has a parasite infestation ,it has got mites, semites, that
suck its blood like little vampires.Am ianti c-mites? I am certainly anti a
mites and b mites .

Mite is right and a c-mite is always right even when he's wrong.
Bush does'nt say he will attack llan ,he says he wants the people there
to be free .
t/t ant the jews to be freed from their opressive culture and the
psychopaths who lead them ,that pc isn't it? What do I mean by freedom
though ?
Lets liberate the jews from Judaism!

I

Oh we really love those jews ,they just need to be freed from those nasty
Ieaders of thei6 and leam to accept democracy and hellenism in
palestine which means an end to rewish state and judaism. Oh the
ancient Greeks tried that already and it led to centuries of war and it
made Judaism even more malignant .

Bush means spreading jewish imperialism when he says democracy.
It isn't racist to kill 18 pakistanis by missile in Pakistan but it is to tell
one to go home when they are here , so the media tells us . So we can't
tell them to go home but we can launch missles at them.
We can't help them and criticise them but we can free them and kill them
Construtuive criticism of nonwhites isnt allowed thats racism
,destructive help even to the point of klilling is .
Destructive flattery is pc but not constructive criticism

.

We come in peace shoot to kill, shoot to kill, star trekkinq ,scotty beam
me up,

don't advocate war against the Jews just their liberation as defined by
me and not explained .
I

The

ie\i6 know that the overuse of the Bush types and the liberation

rhetoric is harmful but they feel that only lran stands between them and
final world conquest so now is the time to use up auch ammunition .
Everything is on this last throw of the dice.
They also have the fake left, the chomskys to direct dissidents down
false harmless trails.
Odin still has not come down from his tree. The day is growing closer
when he will and then the minarets willl fall and the synagogues will be
tumed into museums of jewish crimes and places where our people
learn who they are instead of centres of political subvelsion against
them,

The Turks now have coin looks exaclty like the 2 euro coin . They also
still occupy a large part of historical Greece that will need to betaken
from them at some stage.
I have a Greek friend who I am slowly educating. She told me howthe
Turks used to cut of the beasts of greek women and make neeklaces of
them amongst other things. Perhaps Turkey could enter the EU just long
enough to try out their charming cultural practives on our female
president Mary Mcaleese?

Honey needs bees to have sting ,roses have thorns. Freedom of speech
is a western idea only and has only existed among healthy groups of
elite whites who defended their space. When I was opposed by a mob of
reds one student was shocked and nearly crying by the spectacle but he
didn't spet forward to help or anything. We need your blood not your
tears. Save your tears for yourself , you will need them before this is
over. A lot of suffering is coming your direction.
Nothing can exist without the strength to defend itself.
The Catholic priests today who preach treason from iheir pulpits are
only there because our ancestoE fought and died for their culture.

This lran conference. The Jetts are even throwing the hotocaust into
the pot . ln the chess game for world dominion they sacrificed their two
rourkes and are gambling with their queen as they push for checkmate.
We offer a brotherhood of soverign peoples versus a smotherhood of
dying ones Freedom and honor
We offer people a future , optimism and prosperity while our enemies
only offer death and degradation.
lwish I had the resources to take a trip to lran.
Its fairly clear now that 911 was an inside job with Je\irs like Chertoff
inside and Mossad outside.
Certainly the towers do seem to have been detonated. Why else the
rush to dispose of the evidence ?
It seems the only reasonable explaination for all the eyewitness
accounts,the clouds of dust and the collapse of tourerT.
The fact that system felt the need to make a TV show addressing this
issue is a tell .
The Dutch are amongst the most capable of white groups but they also
went after national sucide with germanic verticalness.
There is an old Dutch saying " God made the earth but the Dutch made
Holland".Yes they reclaimed the land from the sea .The Dutch take land
from the sea and give it to the nonwhites. They took this land from
Poseidon and gave it to Allah. Perhaps with global u/arming Poseidon
will take back what is his?
The Jew dictated that Biology was abolished . lf the Jew dictated that
the law of gravity was abolished tomorrow would we see people flinging
themselves off cliffs?An apple fell on newtons head and he discovered
gravity well blacks are falling on countless whites and they are all
discove ng the lawts of race.

A man without a cultural identity is iust chaff being blown by the winds
of history . He will assume a negative identity by default and one define
by the enemies of his expected identity. He is not a man .
The jews themselves call israel a mad dog thats too dangerous to
bother. Wellthe thing to do with mad dogs is to put them down.
The Archbishop of Westminster, Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O'Connor has
said that Holocaust Denial is tantamount to "sacrilege" . "History's
greatest evil remains barely graspable by the human mind....The

Catholic people of the world stand with Jews against anti-semitism and
holocaust denial, and in defence of the God-given dignity of all human
beings."

Cardinal Murphy O'Connor thinks it sacrilege to denounce his precious
holocaust and his jewish demon gods. To real christians surely its
sacrilege that the city of constantine , the man who made christianity
posible and without whom it would never have caught on , is in the hand
of the infidel turks?
One of the mysteries of nature that wise men have searched after for
centuries is a formula for prime numbers.
Just as in the world of men some numbers are prime or pure and some
are composite or mixed.
There are many mysteries of nature waiting to be conquered. This is the
next step in our exploration of the universe.
Philosophical steps have to be taken before physicaltravel is possible.
Columbus was held back by supelstition not physical boundaries. Fear
of sea monsters, fear of falling off a flat earth.
As before today we have to conquer ourselves first and then look to the

world.
The youngsters are only offered odysseys of self destruction and drugs
and race mongreling.

I have given out a lot of revisionist material. Going without dinner to buy
a revisionist book for a friend only to find she islo dumbed down to

absorb the message.
Minds closed to us by warrant their smallness damaged by dumbing
down.

Saying that homos should have the same rights as hdteros in society is
like saying that murders should have same rights doctors in hospitals.
Homosexuality was recognised universally as a mental illness not too
long ago but suddenly it has been promoted to a "sexuality".
lf your beautiful and straight you can't walk naked in the street but
homos can preach perversion and death on telelvision and thats
considered decent. The taboo about walking naked is a semitic meme
and there is nothing western about it . Of course you can't do that if you
have perverted jews and other outbreeds in your society. Germans are
very quick to derobe.
Heteros create new life and homos only destroy, sex is about creating

life.
Homosexuals are traitors .l think so many of them are usfultools to the
zog because of the frequent psychopathic traits one finds with

homosexual tendencies . Psychopaths homos and straights are
attracted to the zog.
saw edgar steele being defensive on the donny deutsch show.
Deutsch wants to kill us . Steele said even one jew too much and that
just fed the iews arrogance . Defensiveness not needed or desirable with
savages.
lf Jev6 come to Europe and trespass on our territory they merit death.
Thats the basis of all national life . lnvaders are violently expelled.
We are locked into a zet'sum game with the jeurs and th;y choose that .
We have to play by those rules or lose.
One Aryan is worth more than all the jews in the world. Damn right.
I don't thinkwe should be defensive. A pity I don't live in America .l could
be more useful there . I am fed up at the moment and need to find a
tolerable role where I my productivity isn't hindered.
I

" later a large German SP penetrated front armour of my "Colombina" by
an armor-piercing round at some 1500 metres. Following
recommendations of experienced drivers, I would leave the front gas
tank full, and would use the rear gas tank. This is why we did not
explode immediately after being hit.
tore pockets off my jacket earlier in the train. I also had my belt with TT
pistol under the jacket - all these things helped to jump out of the
vehicle without getting stuck. I sensed the hit right after I saw the shot
blast. I flew out of the hatch, which I had open, and ran forwards, trying
to get as far from the vehicle as I could. I stumbled and fell into a trench.
Lying there, I heard the explosion of gas in the vehicle. After that the
ammo started to detonate. when it was all over, I walked back to my
"Colombina", which now looked like a witch, not the beauty it used to
be. I was scared of taking a look at the fighting compartment. I felt bitter,
sad and lonely.
I

All of a sudden I heard: "Ulanov, run over here!" Three guys were
looking from behind a barn. I ran up to them - they were my crew! All
alive!
For several days NKVD officer has been scrutinizing us - probably, we
burnt the vehicle by ourselves? Later he left us alone, having realised
we wer€ innocent. Technical officer of the regiment ordered me to take
over a truck from a soldier who got aick. First I was transporting
wounded soldiers on hAr in the truck, and after that the regiment's
liaison officer.

I read that before I knew the nkvd were nearly all iewish and it stuck in
my mind. lt shows that the Russians did not care about the war and that
Jews regularly shot them even if they survived combat.
Aryans find truths and Jews hide them.They are our antithesis. The
antispecies to us. With every other race we can negociate but their
existential hatred of us and our cultural life makes them impossible to

tolerate

.

The the north of lreland the so called loyalists should start being loyalto
britian by making the mainland british and kicking out the jews instead
waving israeli flags .
They oppose to an irish government but don't mind being under a lewish
one .
They make lots of sense.

Are they loyal to the real britain or the bnai brith-ain?
The gas chambels are a deadly mythological device to exterminate

whites with.
The Bnai Brith is a jewish organisation founded in 1843. lt is present in
all 5 continents and in 58 countries.

Whites lack any such organisation ,we are not united as a civilisation
across national lines ,but we are slowly starting to do that ,those of us
who think.
lf your not in some active ethnocentric role and are not tribal ,then your
just a slave cattle of the jews and not a functional member any nation or

tribe.

Jews by deculturing someone killthem politically ,exterminate them in
that sense ,while leaving a political zombie alive.
lwas talking toa berberwho cried when first sawa black showed more
shock this african than brainwashed whites raised on iew tv .

Lets finish the Renaissance. A west fully reborn. All orientalisers
antihellenists etc out ,allieuIS out, lets destroy our enemies'power.

All around there are countless riches iust waiting to be claimed .
Science is the key . Before we can claim them we need to turn around

and see who is hanging on to our clothes and pulling us back and we
need to give them a good kick in the face until they let go.
The best kind of enemies don't exist anymore because they are dead.
Because we killed them .The germans rose up and wiped out the huns
after a time of being their slaves and binding the heads of their kids until
they grew long and strange, its reminieent of our dreadlocked freaks

today.
The huns don't exist because we killed them and thats good.
The carthagians ,the huns these were great peoples in their own ways
and they ain't around because our ancestors killed them when they
challenged us .Basic history.Attila's tomb has never ben found ,his
swod of god rusts away somewhere for our posterity to find,if \ire are
man enough to have any .

You can say whatever you want about the huns and the carthagians
because our ancestors bought that freedom for you with their blood.
I am not one these sexual conservatives . I am all for abortion,

homosexuality,drugs etc feminism ,but amongst blacks, jews etc.in
those far away countries. I think white nationalists should get active in
such groups. Our numbers are still small.
Our people will continue to contract until their sense of peoplehood
reignites .Lets make a stellar analogy . The earth is a racial nursery just
as in space stars ignite and burn.

Never forget we are part of nature.
I need help to do my work. The countless people on the internet who do
nothing but chatter should help fund actual activists like me. I live in a
very austere frugality. No luxuries whatever. leven lack a car.Frankly I
despise people on sites like irishnationalism.net who chatter and do
nothing.l only respect performance. I could certainly start a public group
a political party in lreland and none yet exists to oppose immigration .
That will only happen i, people support me in concrete tn ays. I have
been invited to Russia and I would like to go and meet people there.

